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These three passages are based on the Twinkl Year 3 Term 1A spelling packs and give pupils the chance to 
recognise some of the spellings in context, especially when they are spelt incorrectly. 

Pupils should read through each of Mr Whoops’ passages where he has accidentally spelt ten of the Year 3 
Term 1A spelling words incorrectly. Pupils should highlight the words they believe to be errors and provide 
the correct spellings at the bottom of the activity sheet.

These Spot the Mistake with Mr Whoops assess and review activities will cover the highlighted words:

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6
Words with 
the long /eI/ 
sound spelt 
with ei

Words with 
the long /eI/ 
sound spelt 
with ey

Words with 
the long /eI/ 
sound spelt 
with ai

Words with /   
/sound spelt  
with ear

Homophones 
& near 
homophones

Homophones 
& near 
homophones

eight

eighth

eighty

weight

neighbour

vein

veil

beige

sleigh

freight

hey

they

obey

grey

prey

whey

survey

convey

disobey

purvey

straight

campaign

contain

brain

faint

waist

claim

praise

complaint

afraid

earth

early

learn

heard

earn

pearl

search

unearth

earl

rehearse

here

hear

heel

heal

main

mane

mail

male

knot

not

berry

bury

brake

break

meet

meat

ball

bawl

fair

fare
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Spot Mr Whoops’ Mistakes 

Activity 1 
I can hardly contane myself - it’s less than eightey days 
until Christmas! I can’t even begin to convay my excitement! It’s my favourite time 
of year. On Christmas Eve, I make sure I’m in bed nice and eurly. I always try to go 
strate to sleep, but I am always listening out to try and here the tinkling of Santa’s 
slaigh bells on my roof. How on eurth does he manage to visit so many houses in 
just one night? Rudolph must brake the speed of sound! I wonder what surprises I’ll 
unearth this year under my tree!

Mr. Whoops needs to practise these words:

Mr Whoops is a little bit clumsy; in fact, he’s very clumsy! Even though he’s really 
trying hard with his writing, he’s still accidentally misspelt TEN of his Year 3 Term 
1A spelling words. Can you spot his mistakes?

Highlight them in the passage of text.

Could you then correct the words at the bottom of the 
sheet and create a list for Mr Whoops to practise?

Thanks for your help! I’ll get practising 
these words if only I could find where I’d 
left my pencil!
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Spot Mr Whoops’ Mistakes 

Activity 2
I’ve just had a letter in the male asking me to take part in 
a survay for Whoopsville Council. They want to know my opinions on building a new 
mane road right through our local woods. I am knot a happy man! It’s just not fare! 
Surely, thay can’t just go around chopping down trees! I’ve written a letter of complayt 
to voice my opinions and I’m going to ask my naighbours to join me in a campain to 
save our trees! Perhaps, we could arrange to meat with our local councillor to tell him 
that this just can’t be allowed.

Mr Whoops needs to practise these words: 

Mr Whoops is a little bit clumsy; in fact, he’s very clumsy! Even though he’s really 
trying hard with his writing, he’s still accidentally misspelt TEN of his Year 3 Term 
1A spelling words. Can you spot his mistakes?

Highlight them in the passage of text.

Could you then correct the words at the bottom of the 
sheet and create a list for Mr Whoops to practise?

Thanks for sorting these for me... I do get 
myself in an awful muddle sometimes!
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Spot Mr Whoops’ Mistakes 

Activity 3
I just love watching nature programmes; I always lurn so 
much about the animals on our fantastic planet. On last night’s ‘Nature World’, the 
presenter went in surch of wildlife in the African plains. He encountered a mail lion 
with its glorious, thick main on a hunt for its pray. Its favourite food is antelope meet. 
Then, a sudden flash of gray came out of the baige sand and an elephant was charging 
straight for the television crew’s jeep. It was speeding as quick as a fraight train- they 
were very lucky to all escape unharmed. It was so thrilling to watch; it almost made 
me feint with excitement!

Mr Whoops needs to practise these words: 

Mr Whoops is a little bit clumsy; in fact, he’s very clumsy! Even though he’s really 
trying hard with his writing, he’s still accidentally misspelt TEN of his Year 3 Term 
1A spelling words. Can you spot his mistakes?

Highlight them in the passage of text.

Could you then correct the words at the bottom of the 
sheet and create a list for Mr Whoops to practise?

Oh no! Didn't I spell these correctly? It's 
not like me to get myself mixed-up!
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Spot Mr Whoops’ Mistakes Answer Sheet 

Page 1 of 2

contain eighty convey early

straight hear sleigh earth

break unearth

male survey main not

they complaint neighbours campaign

fair meet

Activity 1 
I can hardly contane myself - it’s less than eightey days until Christmas! I can’t even 
begin to convay my excitement! It’s my favourite time of year. On Christmas Eve, I 
make sure I’m in bed nice and eurly. I always try to go strate to sleep, but I am always 
listening out to try and here the tinkling of Santa’s slaigh bells on my roof. How on 
eurth does he manage to visit so many houses in just one night? Rudolph must brake 
the speed of sound! I wonder what surprises I’ll unearth this year under my tree!

Activity 2
I’ve just had a letter in the male asking me to take part in a survay for Whoopsville 
Council. They want to know my opinions on building a new mane road right through 
our local woods. I am knot a happy man! It’s just not fare! Surely, thay can’t just go 
around chopping down trees! I’ve written a letter of complayt to voice my opinions 
and I’m going to ask my naighbours to join me in a campain to save our trees! 
Perhaps, we could arrange to meat with our local councillor to tell him that this just 
can’t be allowed.
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learn search male mane

meat grey beige freight

prey faint

Activity 3 
I just love watching nature programmes; I always lurn so much about the animals 
on our fantastic planet. On last night’s ‘Nature World’, the presenter went in surch 
of wildlife in the African plains. He encountered a mail lion with its glorious, thick 
main on a hunt for its pray. Its favourite food is antelope meet. Then, a sudden flash 
of gray came out of the baige sand and an elephant was charging straight for the 
television crew’s jeep. It was speeding as quick as a fraight train- they were very 
lucky to all escape unharmed. It was so thrilling to watch; it almost made me feint  
with excitement!


